Minimally Invasive Surgery for the Obese Patient Among the Spectrum of Gynaecologic Surgery-A Surgical Viewpoint.
The prevalence of obesity has increased, achieving an epidemic status. Obesity has surgical and medical implications on the health of a woman. A minimally invasive surgical approach has several advantages and is considered the preferred approach for various procedures in obese women. The spectrum of gynaecologic surgical care spans over three main domains: benign gynaecologic surgery, reconstructive pelvic surgery, and gynaecologic cancer surgery. In this viewpoint, we chose a signature procedure for each main domain to compare minimally invasive surgery (MIS) trends for obese patients across all domains. Discrepancy was found in minimally invasive surgical trends for obese patients across different gynaecologic surgical domains. Fellowship training or maintaining high surgical volume might help to bridge this gap in the domain of benign gynaecologic surgery and improve quality care offered to obese patients.